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Designer

Michael Cina

About

Twen is a contemporary Condensed Sans that was born out of the dissatisfaction of
using condensed sans that were available to him at the time. Twen has a consistent
rhythm and confidence with a practicable delivery.
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Style

Twen - Medium

Glyhps per font

423

Language Support

Afrikaans, Albanian, Basque, Bosnian, Breton, Catalan, Croatian, Czech, Danish,
Dutch, English, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Fijian, Finnish, Flemish, French,
Frisian, German, Greenlandic, Hawaiian, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Latin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Malay, Maltese, Maori, Moldavian, Norwegian, Pinyin,
Polish, Portuguese, Provençal, Romanian, Romany, Sámi (Inari), Sámi (Luli), Sámi
(Northern), Sámi (Southern), Samoan, Scottish Gaelic, Slovak, Slovenian, Sorbian,
Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tagalog, Turkish, Welsh.
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Twen

Uppercase Characters

ABC
DEF GHI JK L
MN OP Q RS T
UV W XYZ
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Twen

Lowercase Characters

abc d ef g hi
jk l m n op
qrs t u v
wxy z
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Twen

Accent Characters (Western, Central, Pinyin and South Eastern Europe)

ÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃ Æ ÇĆĊČ
ĎĎĐ ÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘ ĞĠĢ Ħ
Í Î Ì Ï İ Ī Į Ķ ĹĻĽ Ł ŃŅŇŊ
ÖÓÔÒŐŌØÕ Œ
ŔŖŘ ŚȘŞŠ ŢŤŦȚ ŪŮŰŲ
Ŵ ŶŸ ŹŻŽ
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Twen

Accent Characters (Western, Central, Pinyin and South Eastern Europe)

áăâäàāąåã æ
çćċč ďďđ éěêëėèēę ğġģ ħ
ì i í î ī į ï ķ ĺļľ ł
ńņňŋ óôöòőōøõ œ ŕŗř
śşšș ţťŧț ūůűų
ŵ ŷÿ źżž
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Twen

Alternate Letters

#2%3?4a‰
⁄
02345689
ACJMNOPRSUW
cfgjmnortuw
Ra
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Twen

Numbers + Currency and Symbols

№
#001222333444
#556678899
$2 3¢ £4 ¥6 €9
A♠ 5♣ Q♥ 3♦
★★★★★
₀⁰₁¹₂²₃³₄⁴₅⁵₆⁶₇⁷₈⁸₉⁹
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Twen

Punctuation

¡¿\.,.:;·*…_•/?!
‘‹“«({[-–—]})»”›’
&
†% ‡‰
http://www.publictype.us
we@publictype.us
¶∞§
◊
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Twen

Symbols, Math Symbols

<=≠+×>
∏№1^
−¬≤≥±÷¦|∂∅
∞∫ ≈~ −
†‡ ©® ™
`¨¯°´¸˜ˆ˜
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Twen

Stylistic Sets

Stylistic Set 1
(a#%2 ⁄ 34?‰)
Two driven jocks help 23 faxes @ big quiz.
The 34 jay, dog, fox, zebra and my wolves
quack! Sympathizing would fixed quaker
objectives. A wizard’s job is to vex chumps
quickly in leß fog. Watch e35 “jeopardy!”, Alex
Trebek’s fun tv quiz game. By jove, my quick
study of lexicography won @ prize! Waxy and
quivering, jocks fumble the pizza.
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Twen

Stylistic Sets

Stylistic Set 2

(02345689 ACJMNOPRSUW cfgjmnortuw)
WALTZ, NYMPH, FOR QUICK JIGS VEX BUD.
SPHINX OF BLACK QUARTZ, JUDGE MY VOW.
256 driven jocks help fax my big quiz. The
jay, pig, fox, zebra and my wolves quack!
Sympathizing would fix quaker objectives.
A wizard’s job is to vex chumps quickly
in fog. Watch “jeopardy!”, Alex trebek’s
fun tv quiz game. By jove, my quick study
of lexicography won a prize! Waxy and
Twen
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Twen

Stylistic Sets

Stylistic Set 3
(R a)
WALTZ, NYMPH, FOR QUICK JIGS VEX BUD.
SPHINX OF BLACK QUARTZ & JUDGE MY VOW.
CRACK MY BOX WITH FIVE DOZEN LIQUOR JUGS.
GLIB JOCKS QUIZ NYMPH TO VEX. Two driven
jocks help fax my big quiz. Re jay, pig, fox,
zebra & my wolves quack! Sympathizing
would fix quaker objectives. A wizard’s
job is to vex chumps quickly in fog. Watch
“jeopardy!”, Rick's fun tv quiz game.
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Twen

Stylistic Sets

Stylistic Set 4
(et)
I saw a rainbow while I was listening
to the radio in my rowboat. You should
recycle that tennis racket or give it
to a runner. Ryan was eating raisins
and radishes while watching the rugby
game. It is not responsible to have a pet
rattlesnake. Ralph listens to rock-n-roll
while he draws a raccoon holding a rose.
The robot was rusty because it rode
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Anne-Marie Durand-Wever
German Democratic Republic

EDUCATION®

Why The Cold War?
A SOCIALIST > WORKERS AND PEASANTS STATE
Education of children in the spirit of humanism and peace =

Twen Beste!
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Czechoslovakia
Internally, the GDR also bordered the Soviet sector of Allied-occupied Berlin, known as East Berlin,
which was also administered as the state's de facto capital.

UNITED STATES AND FRANCE

• №2 Karlshorst ⁴⁸

Other important traits of cities besides population include the capital status and relative
continued occupation of the city. For example, Abu Dhabi, Beijing, Berlin, Cairo, London,
Moscow, Paris, Rome, Seoul, Tokyo, and Washington D.C. reflect their nation’s identity.

CONCEPTS: ASPECTS! VARIANTS?
Democratic Women's League of Germany

THE BROTHERS GRIMM FAIRY TALES
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Twen - Regular. 19/22

Twen - Regular. 14/17

The word “city” and the related “civilization” come, via
Old French, from the Latin root civitas, originally meaning
citizenship or community member and eventually coming
to correspond with urbs, meaning “city” in a more
physical sense. The Roman civitas was closely linked
with the Greek polis—another common root appearing
in English words such as metropolis. Urban geography
deals both with cities in their larger context and with
their internal structure. The East German population
declined by three million people throughout its forty-one
year history, from 19 million in 1948 to 16 million in 1990; of
the 1948 population, some 4 million were deported from
the lands east of the Oder-Neisse line, which made the
home of millions of Germans part of Poland and the Soviet
Union.[75] This was a stark contrast from Poland, which
increased during that time; from 24 million in 1950 (a little
more than East Germany) to 38 million (more than twice of

Town siting has varied through history according to natural, technological,
economic, and military contexts. Access to water has long been a major
factor in city placement and growth, and despite exceptions enabled by the
advent of rail transport in the nineteenth century, through the present most
of the world’s urban population lives near the coast or on a river. Urban areas
as a rule cannot produce their own food and therefore must develop some
relationship with a hinterland which sustains them. Only in special cases
such as mining towns which play a vital role in long-distance trade, are cities
disconnected from the countryside which feeds them.Thus, centrality within
a productive region influences siting, as economic forces would in theory
favor the creation of market places in optimal mutually reachable locations.
Until 1952, East Germany comprised the capital, East Berlin (though legally
it was not fully part of the GDR's territory), and the five German states of
Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (in 1947 renamed Mecklenburg), Brandenburg,
Saxony-Anhalt, Thuringia, and Saxony, their post-war territorial demarcations
approximating the pre-war German demarcations of the Middle German
Länder (states) and Provinzen (provinces of Prussia). The western parts of
two provinces, Pomerania and Lower Silesia, the remainder of which were
annexed by Poland, remained in the GDR and were attached to Mecklenburg
and Saxony, respectively. The East German Administrative Reform of 1952
established 14 Bezirke (districts) and de facto disestablished the five Länder.
The new Bezirke, named after their district centres, were as follows:

Twen - Regular. 40/36

A city is distinguished [by whom?] from other human
settlements by its relatively great size, but also by its
functions and its special symbolic status, which may be
conferred by a central authority. The term can also
refer either to the physical streets and buildings of the
city or to the collection of people who dwell there.
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We
Are
🌐
Public
About

Public is a collective of typeface and graphic designers. We have a boundless
interest in constructing form to communicate. We are for curious discovery. We are
advocates for type design. We work on custom typefaces for companies of all shapes
and sizes. We contribute to a local and worldwide community. We are for sharing
knowledge. We facilitate workshops. We use some of our profits to fund scholarships
for aspiring designers who need a leg up. We are for tearing down walls. We count
on a better tomorrow. We are Public.
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